
BIOGRAPHY
Reynaldo Rivera
Mr. Rivera is law enforcement professional with 21 years of experience in
this field. He has extensive experience working in collaboration with the
US Federal Government on a diverse variety of task forces, to include but
not limited to Counter Narcotics O

Mr. Rivera is also a Certified Law Enforcement Instructor with experience in providing assessments
and training to law enforcement officers assigned to different positions.

Mr. Rivera has experience in the international l
Afghanistan and Mexico and completed all missions successfully. He supervised the special patrol
operations and the development of emergency planning guidelines. He also supervised tactical
emergency response units that were deployed throughout the borough.

Mr. Rivera is a subject matter expert in the development of training curriculum and operational
guidelines. He has conducted special operations that include disorderly control, anti
narcotics, criminal investigations, and intelligence analysis. His education includes a Master Degree
in Human Resources, Bachelor’s Degree in Criminal Justice and other course completion such as
Site Exploitation and Evidence Collection. Train the Trainer, Special Rea
Security Detail (PSD), Helicopter Tactical Observer, Tactical Sea Operations, Certified Crisis and
Conflict Resolution Management Trainer.

He has received numerous letters of appreciation and commendation for his achievements a
commitment with Puerto Rico Police Department and the U.S Department of Justice. He is the
recipient of the Officer of the Year Award in 1997 and recipient of Puerto Rico’s Senate Resolution
for performance demonstrating the highest standards of a Polic

EDUCATION

• Master of Science in Human Relations
• Bachelor of Arts in Criminal Justice
• Associate in Criminal Justice
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